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Friendship for sale
January 04, 2017 Instead of playing in the neon demon girl industry friends support each other and
gather in gangs Kissenger new gadget for the transmission kissing at a distance Choose a place to
celebrate the New year George Michael was a secret philanthropist Columnist TrendSpace Faith
Rayner about how to make friends in the fashion world. Fashion is considered a very competitive
industry where everyone is only waiting for the chance to substitute a colleague bandwagon but there
is a place of friendship. Stylists, designers, and their star muses are United in clans. They're my
guarantee of security, says Kendall Jenner on Gigi Hadid and Hailey Baldwin keeping in mind of course
that the American beauty was her best friend. And adds that without their fragile shoulders always
ready to support her in a harsh fashion industry she would have gone mad. Although the new Supes
with old supermodels don't get along after a recent online quarrel Kendall Stephanie Seymour this
gentle friendship is one of the things they have in common with their predecessors from the 1990's.
they also were friends among themselves, standing one behind the other. To defend and protect the
friends they really had no network from haters and such from prejudice because of skin color. Known
the story of the designers who refused to take their shows Naomi Campbell Linda Evangelista and
Christy Turlington announced a boycott and threatening that they themselves refuse to go to the
podium if they will not have it. Instead of playing in the neon demon girl industry friends support each
other and gather in gangs. Tell me who your friend and I'll tell you who you are, it usually works still
perfectly. Hannah Gabi Odiele friends with Jacquelyn Jablonski and Kasia Strass. Lexi Boling, binx
Walton, Catherine McNeil and their party is called the most cheeky of all model girls squads. And
grace Hartzel Staz Lindes Julia cumming and Molly Bair combined times Saint Laurent Hedi Slimane
team it perfect heroines that is, rockers musicians and Queens of the parties who became friends in
real life. The ideas of friendship everything else pretty well selling to the company you want to join in
becoming part of it to live exciting lives of all its members. So many brands take with them into their
marketing strategies. Someone chooses a ready-made team shooting friends and sisters and
someone collects his own. Balmain Givenchy Wang Army Squad Gang the best examples of which
perfectly ﬁts the era of social networks with its hashtag-mania. However, some people may be part of
a team not just one brand but several for example like hot cakes now the Kardashian clan. In their
fashionable family they would like to record a Yes their names bring attention and
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